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Introduction

Reports that use cost codes, accounting segments, or any flexfield segment as a parameter can be more challenging to develop without the use of the FLEXSQL API. This API makes use of user exits that can create WHERE statements for SQL, select columns in a SQL statement, or be used for displaying segment values as prompts. The flexfield data can easily be displayed as segment values or descriptions with output restricted based on high-low value ranges.

A report using the API for flexfield segments can decrease SQL.

Report API Setup

A report using the API for flexfield segments can decrease SQL.

Without the API, a query using flex segments would look something like Figure 1.

```
select segment1, segment2, segment3
from table
where segment1 >= (:p_input1_start)
  and segment1 <= (:p_input1_end)
  and segment2 >= (:p_input2_start)
  and segment2 <= (:p_input2_end)
  and segment3 >= (:p_input3_start)
  and segment3 <= (:p_input3_end)
order by segment1, segment2, segment3
```

Figure 1: Sample SQL Query

With the API, the same script uses a lexical parameter to display the information as shown in Figure 2.

```
select &lexical1 alias
from table
where &lexical2
order by &lexical3
```

Figure 2: Sample SQL Query Using API Logic

- lexical1 could look like segment1, segment2, segment3 or segment1 ||separator||segment2||separator||segment3
- lexical2 could look like segment1 = 123 and segment2 between 123 and 456
- lexical3 could look like segment2, segment3, segment1

Note: Parameters that are used with lexical values should have default or initial values to allow the queries to work properly.

Another option to using a lexical for the SELECT part of the statement is to use the field concatenated segments from the table, if available.

To use the API, the following triggers first need to be populated:

- after parameter form
- after report

A report using the API for flexfield segments can decrease SQL.
• before report

The after parameter form trigger should look like Figure 3.

The after report trigger should look like Figure 4.

Most of the code for the call goes into the before report trigger and should look like Figure 5.

The first user exit gathers the names of the columns for the SELECT statement and places the information into the lexical parameter. The second user exit in Figure 5 puts together the WHERE clause for the SELECT statement and places the information into the lexical parameter.

If the after report code is placed into a different report trigger, there is a possibility that the user exit will not function properly and the lexical will not be filled in properly. The srw. message lines puts the information into the log file from the concurrent manager so that a log can be kept for reference if there are any problems and can be used for debugging the code.

Before the code can be compiled, define the following parameters:

- p_struct_num parameter – provides the id for the structure of the flexfields.

101 is used for the flexfield structure in the example.

- p_where_flex parameter – defines the conditions for the lexical placed for the WHERE field in the query.

This should default to 1=1 in the event none of the segments are chosen as parameters.

- p_min_flex and p_max_flex – used as user parameters to input a range of values in the query as shown in the p_where_flex.

The FND FLEXSQL script is shown in Figure 6.

FLEXSQL Script Glossary

**Code:**

Figure 7 is a partial list of flexfield codes.

**APPL_Short_Name:**

This is the short name of the application that owns the flexfield. This is found in the FND_Application table. For the payroll costing flexfield, the application short name is PAY; for GL, it is SQLGL.

**Output:**

Output is the parameter name that is used in the lexical parameter. This will go into the WHERE clause of the query.
SELECT retrieves the segment values in a non-displayable format. If a select flexfield qualifier is chosen and that flexfield segment is dependent, then the flexfield automatically selects both the parent and child segment. Additionally, the lexical used for the SELECT statement can be used in the GROUP BY clause.

WHERE is used to restrict the query by specifying constraints on the flexfield columns.

HAVING has the same functionality as the WHERE clause.

ORDER BY is the list of fields, separated by a comma, to be used in the ORDER BY clause in the SQL statement.

Display:
The display parameter allows the specification of which segments are needed. The value “all” will return all the segments. The display parameter can be used multiple times for “all” and then return other lines that would exclude segments.

For example, DISPLAY="ALL" DISPLAY="1" DISPLAY="2" would display all but the first two segments.

Showdepseg:
If this is set to “N”, then it disables the automatic addition of dependent upon segment to the order criteria. The default is “Y” and is only valid for mode ORDER BY.

Num or Multinum:
Specifies the name of the lexical or source column that contains the flexfield structure information.

TableAlias:
This is the alias that is used by the table that contains the segments located in the SQL query.
Operator:
Specifies which operator to use in the WHERE clause.

Operand 1:
Used in the WHERE clause for a min value for a BETWEEN or, if there is no max value, then just the operand to use.

Operand 2:
Used in the BETWEEN clause with the operator between.

If the report needs to display the description of the segment, this can be accomplished using another user exit.

Create formula columns c_flexfield and c_desc_all for this example. Additional columns may be used if the report requires it. These formula columns should correspond to the values and descriptions displayed in the report.

To retrieve the concatenated flexfield segment values and description to incorporate into the flexfields user exit, the above formula fields need to be defined. Pass the concatenated segments along with other information to the user exit; the user exit populates the concatenated values in this column as specified by the VALUE token. This would populate the segment values.

An example would look similar to Figure 8.

The user exit FND FLEXIDVAL could also use descriptions. The code for that would look as in Figure 9.

The display information would be placed into c_desc_all.

After the report is defined, the wizard can be used to create the report layout, and the report added to the concurrent manager.

Once created, execute from the machine that has the Apps loaded. The user exits normally cannot be run on a client machine. It can be run through the concurrent manager for testing and using a flexfield pair to create the parameter screen needed to call the report.

Concurrent Manager Setup
The concurrent manager is used to run the report. To use the segments of the flexfield for a parameter as input to the report, an application validation set needs to be defined.

To define a value set with validation type “pair”, use the System Administrator responsibility and the navigation path: Application > Validation > Set (Figure 10).

The Validation Type would be a pair and the List Type would be a list of values. A pair is used when there would be a high and low range for a value.
Click on the Edit Information box and add the following:

On Edit and Validate, the following are set up for the cost code.

Once the above information is set up, then the parameters to run the report can be set up in the concurrent manager.

**Running the Report**

When the report is run with a pair through the concurrent manager, the flexfield parameters will look like Figure 13. Once the pair is set up, then all that needs to be done is to assign it to the parameter, and it will use the segments to create the popup.

Once the parameters are filled in, then the lexical is created for whichever parameters are filled in. For example, if Fund is filled in as 10 for high and low and Locations are filled in for a range between 10 and 20, then the lexical for the WHERE clause would look like:

Where segment1 = 10 and segment2 between 10 and 20
Conclusion

FLEXSQL can be used to replace multiple segments in a select statement in Oracle Reports. Once set up, this method allows reports to be created faster with lower maintenance.
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